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SpaceX Starlink Satellite
Broadband Internet
is Now Available in 36
Countries

R

ecently, SpaceX CEO Elon Musk
announced on Twitter that Starlink
satellite broadband internet is now
available in 36 countries around the
globe. He shared the link to the map which
shows the current and future availability of
Starlink in any region around the globe. SpaceX
has added 22 countries to the supported list
in the last ~12 months. In August of 2021, we
posted a list of 14 supported countries only which has now grown to 36. However, this is just a start as the
region support map on the Starlink website shows a huge number of countries where the satellite broadband
service is coming next year.

New Malaysian Satellite Enters Commercial Service

M

EASAT-3d, described by Malaysian operator MEASAT as its latest and most advanced satellite, has
now entered commercial service, after its handover by Airbus Defence and Space. At the time, the
launch of MEASAT-3d took place on 22 June 2022 from Kourou, French Guiana. In orbit testing was
successfully completed a month later, ahead of schedule. MEASAT-3d, a multi-mission satellite with
a planned lifespan of more than 18 years, carries C-band and Ku-band payloads for video and direct-to-home
services and a high-throughput multiple spot beam Ka-band payload optimized to deliver high-speed broadband internet communications for Malaysia; this will include users in the most remote areas of the country.
The satellite also hosts a Q/V band payload, described as the first of its kind in the Asia-Pacific region, allowing
the satellite to study radio frequency propagation effects in high rainfall regions like Malaysia, to enable the
design of its next generation satellites. In addition, MEASAT-3d carries a hosted payload for Korean satellite
communication
operator
KTSAT related to airline
flight safety. “With this,
MEASAT-3d is ready to
support the Malaysian Government’s National Digital
Network (JENDELA) target
to achieve 100% internet
coverage by 2025, as well as
our clients’ plans to expand
service
offerings
and
improve customer experience,” said Yau Chyong Lim,
Chief Operating Officer,
MEASAT.
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Viasat’s Satellite Internet
Helps Reduce Brazil’s
Digital Gap

V

iasat, Inc, a global communications
company, has reached the 50,000
sites mark in Brazil, helping to close
the country’s digital gap through the
provision of high-speed satellite internet across
the country. This achievement, combined with
the introduction of its Brazil brand, further fuels
Viasat’s in-market commitment and investment. The company, operating in Brazil since 2018, has become
the first internet service provider (ISP) to offer residential connectivity in 100% of the country. Internet via
satellite can reach more remote regions even where other ISPs cannot, creating economic opportunities for
businesses and communities that previously did not have access to reliable and high-quality internet. Viasat’s
Internet services have also enabled people to work remotely from their homes, access online entertainment,
stay in touch with their loved ones, and more, even in regions far from commercial centers. The company’s
portfolio of internet services offered in Brazil includes residential, business and the Federal Government’s
Wi-Fi Brasil program in partnership with Telebras. Viasat’s impact across Brazil: In partnership with Telebras,
through the SGDC-1 satellite Viasat has connected government agencies and millions of students through the
Wi-Fi Brasil program resulting in more than 20,000 internet access points, including 10,000 points located in
rural and indigenous schools, health posts, public service facilities, non-profit organizations and more. As a
result, more than five million students who previously lacked internet in these rural schools and indigenous
communities can now benefit from online access. Together, Viasat, Telebras and the Wi-Fi Brasil program have
boosted the social and digital inclusion of more than nine million Brazilians through internet access points
installed in 3,055 cities. “Surpassing 50,000 sites since becoming Brazil’s first and only nationwide residential
internet service provider 18 months ago is a testament of our growth in the Brazilian market. To further drive
our commitment across Brazil, we are also introducing a localized Viasat brand that includes more vibrant
colors which reflects the essence of Brazilian culture. These achievements combined with our collaboration
with Telebras and the Wi-Fi Brasil program demonstrate our investment across Brazil to help reduce the
country’s digital gap and create economic opportunities by providing many Brazilians with the ability to use
the internet, many for the first time,” says Leandro Gaunszer, Managing Director of Viasat Brazil. While Viasat’s
customers are located throughout the country, 33% of its customers are in the Northeast, followed by 25%
in the North and 21% in the Southeast. In terms of consumption habits, 27% of Viasat customers are using
its satellite internet service to access and send messages on social networks such as WhatsApp, Facebook
and Tik Tok, followed by 21% of customers using the service to access video and streaming services including
YouTube and Netflix. Finally, 16% of customers use Viasat’s service for browsing.

Swiss Company Providing
Internet Services Through
Azerbaijani Satellite

M

inistry of Digital Development and
Transportation of Azerbaijan and
the Swiss Signalhorn company
have reached an agreement on
cooperation, Trend reports via the Azerbaijani
Ministry of Digital Development and Transportation. In accordance with the agreement, Signalhorn started
to provide internet services to cruise liners in the Mediterranean via the Azerbaijan’s Azerspace-1 satellite.
“Improving the broadband capabilities of Azerkosmos OJSC is one of the important parts of the needs of
global satellite communications market. Currently Azerspace-1 and Azerspace-2 satellites provide reliable
and stable internet services on ships in the Caspian, Black and Azov Seas, on the Volga and the east of the
Mediterranean Sea,” the ministry said.
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Viasat Selected by
European Space Agency
to Conduct Multi-Layered
SATCOM Study

V

iasat UK Ltd., a subsidiary of global
communications company Viasat Inc.
(NASDAQ: VSAT), today announced it was selected by the European Space Agency (ESA) to conduct a
multi-layered Satellite Communication (SATCOM) study focused on evaluating the use cases, market
segments and technical aspects of these future systems, which will be comprised of networks that span
multiple orbital types including Geostationary Equatorial Orbit (GEO), Medium Earth Orbit (MEO), Low Earth
Orbit (LEO), High Altitude Platform Systems (HAPS) and others, as well as include various frequency bands,
satellite operators and network designs. Multi-layered, hybrid networks are increasingly being explored as an
enabler of enhanced communications agility and performance, as well as a provider of critical resilience to
protect against potential disruptions or attacks. This new research, which will be conducted over the next year,
will look to answer some fundamental questions around the future implementation and use of multi-layered
networks. This includes examining the current technology trends and assessing different markets that would
most benefit from multi-layered SATCOM system applications. Additionally, the research will analyze existing
layered SATCOM networks to evaluate the approach, benefits and limitations for those market segment
applications. The study will explore a system design that supports the full range of both current and future
satellite service types, increased spectral efficiency, and interoperability. It will involve several tasks to assess
the current market and technologies, develop system requirements and trade-off exercises, modelling and
simulation, further analyses and provision of a future roadmap. “We are excited to collaborate with ESA on
this research project to further the collective understanding of multi-layered networks and how they can
increase capability, resilience, and performance for end-users across commercial and government,” said John
Reeves, managing director of Viasat UK. “As a SATCOM provider serving multiple markets, we see tremendous
potential in using multi-layered space networks for different sectors and mission use cases. Our work with
ESA will consider all different types of orbital satellites, networks and frequency bands and ultimately
provide recommendations to guide the formation, technical needs and use of these future multi-layered
networks.” This research program is expected to be completed in the second quarter of 2023 and could offer
UK, European and allied nations important guidance on a pathway toward developing and harnessing the
potential of resilient multi-layered SATCOM capabilities.

Province Invests in Satellite Internet

T

he government is helping homes and businesses get internet where there is no access to wired or
wireless solutions. The Satellite Internet Service Rebate program announced that it will cover the cost
of installing satellite internet equipment for eligible households or businesses, up to a maximum of
$1,000. The rebate will be available to about 3,700 homes and businesses for which no other internet
service solution has been found. “As our province continues to grow, important infrastructure like reliable
high-speed internet is critical to our success,” said Economic Development Minister Susan Corkum-Greek.
“We want to foster growth and prosperity across Nova Scotia, and each new internet connection represents
fewer barriers, faster business growth and more communities being able to connect.” The government has
invested $8.5 million in the Nova Scotia Internet Funding Trust for the program, as part of its commitment
to extend internet to every household in Nova Scotia. The program, led by Develop Nova Scotia, will open on
Tuesday, August 2. Nova Scotians should confirm they are eligible for the rebate before purchasing satellite
equipment. They can confirm their eligibility by visiting https://internet.developns.ca/satellite and entering
their home or business address. Once eligibility has been confirmed and the satellite service and equipment
has been purchased, applications can be submitted electronically or by mail by the customer. Qualified satellite service providers for the program must meet or exceed the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Committee minimum speed targets of 50 Mbps download / 10 Mbps upload. Currently, only Starlink
has indicated it can meet or exceed these speeds, but if other satellite providers can meet these speeds, they
may also be included in the program.
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Oneweb and Intelsat to
Give Airlines Broadband

S

atellite operators OneWeb and Intelsat
have signed a global distribution
partnership agreement to offer airlines
inflight broadband. The partnership
could potentially let Intelsat distribute OneWeb’s
low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite services to every
airline in the world, coupled with Intelsat’s inflight connectivity experience and existing geo-stationary (GEO)
satellite service. In a release, the collaborators say they expect the multi-orbit solution to be in service by 2024.
Jeff Sare, president of Intelsat’s Commercial Aviation, said it will ‘maximize brand affiliation’ with passengers
through ‘next-generation onboard services’ in a ‘connected airline digitalization strategy.’ It could also mean
that airline passengers can make phone calls. “This is a watershed moment for the inflight connectivity market,
and we’re excited to work together with Intelsat to bring our multi-orbit solution to commercial aviation.
We’re committed to delivering the most differentiated and innovative solution for airlines,” said Ben Griffin,
OneWeb’s vice president for Mobility Services. “We are proving that, through the power of partnership, a
superior suite of multi-orbit capabilities can be offered to better serve the growing connectivity needs of the
commercial aviation industry, delivering the highest value coupled with the lowest risk.”

Smart and Omnispace Team Up for Satcom-Supported 5G in
the Philippines

P

hilippines mobile operator Smart is collaborating with satellite operator Omnispace to explore and
demonstrate the capabilities of space-based 5G communications using low earth orbit (LEO) satellites.
It’s a collaboration that the partners believe will be able to define use cases for the Philippine market.
These use cases could include enabling 5G connectivity in remote areas, incorporating IoT and sensors for
use in monitoring weather disturbances and natural calamities, and augmenting network coverage for disaster
relief, as well as enabling maritime and telematics applications for vessels and equipment. Arvin L Siena, Head
of Smart owner PLDT’s Technology Strategy and Transformation Office, says, “This is also part of PLDT’s broader
initiatives to future-proof our services, including Smart 5G. This includes exploring opportunities to team up
with companies like Omnispace to test the interoperability of our network with their 3GPP-compliant 5G nonterrestrial network (NTN), which will support the 5G ecosystem of the future.” Having launched Omnispace
Spark-1 and Spark-2 in April and May, respectively, the company recently completed the deployment phase
of Omnispace Spark. This program is the initial phase in the company’s development and delivery of what
it calls the world’s first global
5G-capable satellite network.
The Omnispace 5G NTN global
network – the world’s first 3GPPcompliant 5G NTN system – will
interconnect with terrestrial or
land-based mobile networks
to serve mobile subscribers
utilizing the company’s 2GHz
mobile
satellite
spectrum
allocation and operating in
3GPP band n256.
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Telefónica Integrates
Terrestrial 5G and LEO
Satellites for Extensive IoT
Reach

T

elefónica is developing a portfolio
of 5G narrowband internet of things
(NB-IoT) services for enterprise users
that enables widespread, reliable,
continuous connectivity, even in the most
remote areas, by integrating its terrestrial mobile infrastructure with the satellite coverage of a key partner.
The Spanish telco has partnered with domestic satellite telecommunications operator Sateliot to test a
connectivity service that will integrate Sateliot’s satellite network with Telefónica Tech’s current terrestrial
NB-IoT networks for the delivery of IoT connectivity wherever needed – even at sea. The service is set up to
work with existing NB-IoT devices and is expected to benefit enterprise users in sectors such as agriculture,
shipping, livestock management and green (wind and solar) energy that have operations in remote areas.
Telefónica’s goal is to complement the value proposition of its Tech division with a global satellite service using
low-earth orbit (LEO) constellations to provide 5G NB-IoT connectivity. The constellations, orbiting at between
500km and 1,000km altitude, are compatible with 3GPP standards and allow for NB-IoT devices to “connect
seamlessly to both existing terrestrial networks and the new satellite network”, the company explained in its
statement. The service is being developed through the telecoms operator’s Telefónica Tech and Telefónica
Global Solutions (TGS) divisions and is set for pre-commercial pilots with customers later this year. “We are
convinced that these types of solutions will help us to consolidate our position as a benchmark in IoT thanks to
our Kite platform and other innovation projects based on virtualisation and the deployment of the network in
the cloud”, said Carlos Carazo, technology and technical operations director of IoT and big data at Telefónica
Tech. Sateliot’s co-founder and CEO Jaume Sanpera hailed the satellite provider’s constellation for having
“a unique cost-effective approach, pricing it at a fraction of current satellite connectivity”. She said that the
company sees “a huge market demand” for the service. “The revolution in [a] few months is becoming a reality
and I am very happy, since a connected world is a better world”, she concluded. The Barcelona-based Sateliot
touts itself as “the first satellite telecom operator for global continuous IoT connectivity merging satellite
and terrestrial networks under 5G protocol”. It recently raised €10m in a Series A funding round backed by
technology and consulting company Indra, tower operator Cellnex Telecom, and maritime data and satellite
communication software GateHouse, according to business intelligence provider Crunchbase. Sateliot claims
to have its own LEO satellite constellation but has not shared the number of satellites it currently has in
operation. According to a report by SpaceNews magazine from July 2020, it planned to build and operate up
to 100 small satellites. Admittedly, this number is dwarfed by other satellite operators with which Telefónica
has been working, including OneWeb (for improving data connectivity across Europe and Latin America) and
Telesat (for what is dubbed as Brazil’s first 5G backhaul demonstration over LEO satellite). OneWeb’s in-orbit
constellation stood at 428 satellites (66% of total fleet planned) by April when it made an agreement with
New Space India Limited to continue its satellite launch program, while Telesat’s network comprises 188 LEO
satellites, down from initial plans for 298 satellites in-orbit due to supply chain issues.

Sky Brazil Launches FTTH Via FiBrasil Network

P

ay-TV/TD-LTE operator Sky Brasil Servicos (Sky Brazil) has launched a new fiber-to-the-home (FTTH)
fixed broadband service via neutral network provider FiBrasil, the infrastructure company co-owned by
Telefonica and Canadian investment firm Caisse de depot et placement du Quebec (CDPQ). According
to TeleTime, the service – which is known as Sky Fibra – has gone live in nine municipalities in Rio
Grande do Sul and should be available in 60 cities by end-2022. FiBrasil’s FTTH networks currently pass 2.5
million homes in 76 municipalities across 16 states. The infrastructure is expected to be available to 5.5
million households in 250 municipalities by 2024. Sky Brazil launched TD-LTE connectivity back in December
2011. However, the company served just 151,298 fixed broadband subscriptions as of 30 June 2022, down
from a peak of 365,695 in September 2018.
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Virgin Orbit Successfully
Launches Seven Satellites

V

irgin Orbit (Nasdaq: VORB) has
confirmed the success of its fourth
consecutive satellite launch mission.
This launch, named Straight Up, carried
seven satellites to Low Earth Orbit for the United
States Space Force (USSF), who procured this
launch for the Rocket Systems Launch Program,
with payloads provided by the Department of
Defense Space Test Program (STP). In support
of its mission partners, Virgin Orbit has now delivered a total of thirty-three satellites to orbit with 100%
mission success. Virgin Orbit’s fully mobile LauncherOne system conducted its first ever evening flight from a
bare concrete pad and a runway at the Mojave Air and Space Port in California. The launch began at 10:50 p.m.
local time, Friday, July 1, and concluded with the successful deployment of all seven payloads at approximately
12:55 a.m. Pacific on the morning of July 2, completing the company’s first nighttime demonstration of the
company’s responsive space launch capabilities. The launch reached an orbit approximately 500km above
the Earth’s surface at 45 degrees inclination. This was Virgin Orbit’s second time reaching that inclination – an
orbit that no other system has ever reached from the West Coast. The seven satellites deployed by the result
of the Straight Up launch are from multiple government agencies and will facilitate experiments intended
to demonstrate innovative spacecraft technologies, new approaches for satellite applications, and Earth
atmospheric science. The contract to launch this mission, also dubbed STP-S28, was awarded to Virgin Orbit
National Systems in April 2020 by the United States Space Force as a three-launch mission. STP-S28A is the first
of those launches. The Straight Up launch marked the company’s fourth successful commercial flight. The U.S.
Space Force Rocket Systems Launch Program is a first-time customer for Virgin Orbit. The U.S. Department
of Defense Space Test Program is a three-time repeat customer of Virgin Orbit. “The LauncherOne rocket
and Virgin Orbit team have made me immensely proud with today’s Straight Up mission,” said Virgin Orbit
founder Richard Branson. “There is so much potential benefit for everyone from space if we just manage it
well together. We are delighted for the opportunity to work with the US government to help make space a safe
and fruitful environment for all.” “We are honored to be supporting and delivering for the U.S. Space Force
and the U.S. Department of Defense at such a critical juncture for national security space, our nation, and our
world. An incredibly talented Virgin Orbit team and our LauncherOne system continue to demonstrate a track
record of success for our spacecraft customers and that was confirmed again today,” said Virgin Orbit CEO
Dan Hart. The launch’s name, Straight Up, is inspired by American singer Paula Abdul’s breakthrough song
from her debut studio album, Forever Your Girl. Released through Virgin Records on June 21,1988, it was the
most successful debut album ever at the time of its release. The iconic dance-pop tune has remained Abdul’s
biggest international hit to date. Following the success of this launch, the Virgin Orbit team is preparing for its
first international launch later this year in collaboration with the United Kingdom Space Agency, the Royal Air
force, and Space Port Cornwall. This will be the first orbital launch ever from UK soil.

SpaceX Completes 24th
Starlink Launch This Year

S

paceX has launched 54 Starlink satellites
from Space Launch Complex 40 (SLC-40)
at Cape Canaveral Space Force Station
in Florida. This was the second flight
for the Falcon 9 first stage booster supporting
this mission, which previously launched CRS-24
and now one Starlink mission. The mission was
SpaceX’s 57th Starlink mission to date. It was SpaceX’s fourth Starlink mission in August and 24th Starlink
mission this year.
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